
ULTRA SLIM MAGNETIC CHIME & ALARM
Modern entry sensor for windows/doors                                Product Code: EL00232

Introduction

The Ultra Slim Magnetic Chime & Alarm comes with an alarm unit and a magnetic 
contact strip. Together they can be instantly affixed internally to the openings of any 
door or window. With both alarm and chime setting options, you can choose to either 
announce visitors with a chime or deter intruders with a shocking 125dBs alarm. 

Operation 

Before first time use please remove the battery tab (see Battery section below). 

Note: If a mode is chosen and the door/window is open, the alarm/chime will sound 
instantly. Always set and reset with the door/window closed. 

Toggle the side switch between ALARM/OFF/CHIME to activate/deactivate the alarm.

When set to ALARM, if the contact is broken, siren will sound for 30 seconds or until 
the contact is closed again. This cycle will repeat during every breaking of the contact. 

When set to CHIME, if the contact is broken a notification chime will sound. This will 
repeat every time the contact is broken. 

When set to OFF, the alarm immediately ceases either detection mode. 
You can also switch to OFF to silence an existing siren or chime. 

Installation - NOTE: FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY

Both parts of your unit have adhesive stickers on one side. Peel the protective film 
and firmly apply the unit’s components to your chosen location. 

Installing one component on the frame and the other on the door/window, ensure 
the contact strip is always on the RIGHT side of the alarm (follow the arrow) and there 
is a gap of no more than 10mm between them.

If removal is required, gently pry the unit away from the surface with your hands or 
with a flat-head screwdriver. Any remaining adhesive can be washed and wiped away. 

Batteries and Replacement
The alarm is powered by 3 x LR44 batteries within the sliding compartment on the 
non-sticker side of the alarm unit. Before first use, pull the small plastic tab protruding 
from the compartment to allow power to flow.  

Your unit has a low battery indicator; the red LED will flash approximately once per 
second and indicates the batteries should be changed asap. To do this, slide down the 
compartment, replace batteries with correct polarity and re-insert the compartment. 
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